Changes in permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier in firefighters
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ABSTRACT The effect on alveolar-capillary barrier permeability of chronic exposure to a smoke produced by the partial combustion of diesel oil, paraffin, and wood was examined. An index of permeability was determined from the rate of transfer from the lung into the blood of the hydrophilic, labelled chelate 99mTc diethylene triamine penta-acetate (MW 492 dalton). The results of this test were expressed as the half time clearance of the tracer from the lung into the blood (T1/2LB). The study was carried out at the Royal Naval Firefighting School, HMS Excellent. Permeability index was measured on seven non-smoking naval firefighting instructors who had worked at the school for periods of longer than two and a half months. Tests of airway function and carbon monoxide transfer factor were performed on four of these seven instructors. The results of the permeability index showed a T1/2LB of 26 min ± 5 (SEM) which differed significantly from that of normal non-smokers. By contrast all other lung function tests had values within the predicted normal range.

Opportunities to investigate the effect of fire smoke on pulmonary function are rare. The evidence that inhalation of smoke over a long period has a deleterious effect on pulmonary function is not conclusive.1-3 Chronic exposure to smoke increases the prevalence of respiratory symptoms and produces a change in lung volumes, but such changes are less than those observed in studies on cigarette smokers.4-5

Before this study, firefighting instructors at the Royal Naval Firefighting School, HMS Excellent, spent about 300 hours in smoke during a year of service; they did so while instructing naval personnel to cope with fire.

Conventional tests of pulmonary function are not particularly sensitive to the more subtle changes in lung function attributable to long term exposure to potentially harmful smokes or vapours. We have previously shown that a measurement of the permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier to the hydrophilic chelate 99mTc diethylene triamine penta-acetate (99mTcDTPA) is a sensitive test of altered function in young symptomless cigarette smokers.6 All the cigarette smokers studied had an abnormality of permeability despite the absence of evidence that they had any of the respiratory disorders recognised to be associated with chronic exposure to cigarette smoke.7

This pilot study was designed to look at the possibility that the chronic exposure to firesmoke endured by firemen might influence lung permeability. In addition, conventional tests of pulmonary function were performed. The findings resulted in a modification of the work routine of instructors who have themselves observed an increased susceptibility to respiratory tract infections while serving as firefighting instructors.

Methods

The study was carried out on firefighting instructors at the Royal Naval Firefighting School, HMS Excellent, Portsmouth. The purpose of the school is to provide naval personnel with a basic training in firefighting techniques applicable to fires on board ships. Training is given in fighting wood, diesel, and oil fires in closed buildings. Instructors are assigned to the school for about two years and are exposed to the smoke produced by wood and diesel fires two or
three times a day for three to five days a week (about 300 hours a year). Limited protection to the respiratory tract is afforded by wearing balaclava type cotton helmets with an extension that may be raised to cover the nose and mouth. The fires were set up in large, welded metal chambers that simulated the compartments of a ship, with hatches and metal ladders down which the trainees and instructors climb during the course of an exercise. The fires are thus usually fought in a small dark enclosed space. Seven non-smoking men (age 20–34) were studied. All the subjects were fully informed as to the purpose of the study in accordance with the Helsinki declaration and gave their written consent. Conventional pulmonary function measurements were made between 1330 and 1530 and \(^{99}\text{mTcDTPA}\) clearance measured on a separate day between 0830 and 1030 before the subjects’ daily exposure to smoke. On three subjects \(^{99}\text{mTcDTPA}\) clearance was repeated at the end of the working day.

**CONVENTIONAL PULMONARY FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS**

Measurements were made of forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV\(_1\)), peak expiratory flow rate (PFR), and maximum mid-expiratory flow rate (MEFR). The single breath method was used to measure the carbon monoxide transfer factor which was standardised for the effective alveolar volume (\(V_A\)) to give the transfer coefficient (KCO). The single breath nitrogen washout technique was used to obtain both closing volume, expressed as a percentage of vital capacity (CV/VC%), and the single breath nitrogen index of distribution of ventilation (the slope between 750 and 1250 ml of expired volume).

**MEASUREMENT OF RATE OF TRANSFER OF \(^{99}\text{mTcDTPA}\)**

The permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier was assessed by measuring the half time transfer rate of the stable chelate \(^{99}\text{mTcDTPA}\) (MW 492 dalton) from the lung into the blood. The supine subjects breathed an aerosol of the tracer for three minutes. The tracer was generated from a commercial nebuliser (ACORN), the output of which was passed through a bead separator to produce an aerosol, with only 6% of particles >2 \(\mu\)m to ensure maximum deposition of the tracer in the alveolated regions of the lung. The permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier was expressed as the time taken for the corrected activity in the lung field to fall to half its peak activity (T\(\frac{1}{2}\) LB mins).

**BLOOD SAMPLES**

Venous blood was taken from six of the instructors immediately after the end of the daily period in the chambers for estimation of carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb) and methaemoglobin concentrations. These samples were analysed with an IL 282 co-oximeter.

**FIRE SMOKE ANALYSIS**

The atmosphere within the chambers was sampled during both wood and diesel fires when the smoke was most dense. Dräger tubes were used for direct analysis of carbon monoxide, and the oxides of nitrogen and samples were collected into small evacuated metal canisters for subsequent analysis of oxygen and carbon dioxide by mass spectrometry.

**Results**

The figure shows the individual results for T\(\frac{1}{2}\) LB for the seven firefighting instructors in this study together with individual results from 55 cigarette smokers and 34 non-smokers reported elsewhere. The mean T\(\frac{1}{2}\) LB of 26 ± 5 min (SEM) for the seven firefighting instructors differed significantly from the mean T\(\frac{1}{2}\) LB of 63 ± 3.4 min (SEM) for non-smokers. The results, however, did not differ
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significant from the previously reported $T^{1/2}$LB at $17 \pm 1.2$ min (SEM) for cigarette smokers. The three instructors in whom the test was repeated at the end of a days exposure to fire smoke had no significant alteration in $T^{1/2}$LB. There was no correlation between the degree of abnormality and the length of time the subjects had worked at the firefighting school.

The table shows the concentrations of carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen measured in the chambers and the oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations measured at the same times.

All results of conventional lung function fell within the limits of predicted values. Mean values for carboxyhaemoglobin 0.9 ± 0.1% (SEM) and methaemoglobin 0.6 ± 0.2% (SEM) were not raised above those of normal controls.

**Discussion**

This study has shown that chronic exposure to fire smoke caused changes in the permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier to $^{99m}$TcDTPA in non-smokers. These changes are similar in magnitude to those previously shown in cigarette smokers. By contrast we were unable to shown any decrement in conventional tests of lung function. In this study we have compared the results of a small group of firefighting instructors with large groups of cigarette smokers and non-smokers studied in the past. This statistical comparison is justified because (1) the mean transfer rate of $^{99m}$TcDTPA for different groups of smokers has not changed significantly during the three years in which we have been performing this test and (2) the transfer rate of the tracer is not correlated with age or body size and there is no significant difference between sexes (unpublished observations).

The effect on the lung of inhaling either cigarette or fire smoke may be caused either by direct action on the pulmonary epithelium or through stimulation of cells such as alveolar macrophages. The identity and mode of action of the harmful constituents of cigarette or fire smoke is not known with complete certainty. Both types of smoke are complex mixtures of particulate matter and gases. Many of the gases, in particular carbon monoxide, acrolein, oxides of nitrogen, and hydrogen cyanide, are common to both fire and cigarette smoke. Technical limitations due to the isolated position of the exposure chambers in this study prohibited a detailed examination of the composition of the fire smoke. Although there was only a negligible quantity of the oxides of nitrogen in the smoke from either the wood or diesel fires, there was a significant amount of carbon monoxide, particularly in the wood fire smoke. We have recently shown a significant correlation between carboxyhaemoglobin concentration and alveolar barrier permeability in cigarette smokers. This association, however, does not necessarily imply that carbon monoxide was the causative agent but only that the degree of alteration in permeability was proportional to the amount of cigarette smoke inhaled. Although the carbon monoxide levels in the wood fire smoke were high, the short exposure time of the instructors (about five minutes) was unlikely to raise the carboxyhaemoglobin levels significantly. No instructor exposed to smoke had a COHb of more than 1.3%, and the mean value for COHb was similar to that found in non-exposed subjects. Similarly methaemoglobin, used as an index of exposure to the oxides of nitrogen, was not raised. These data may provide supporting evidence that carbon monoxide is not the cause of the abnormal permeability seen either in the firefighting instructors or in cigarette smokers.

A deleterious effect on the pulmonary epithelium may be mediated by alveolar macrophages because the increased lung burden of particles inhaled from the smoke is known to stimulate the recruitment into the airways of phagocytic cells, particularly alveolar macrophages and polymorphonuclear neutrophils. Toxic products of these cells occupy a central role in current views concerning the pathogenesis of lung injury induced by cigarette smoke, and chronic inhalation of fire smoke would probably affect the lung by similar mechanisms. One of the potentially toxic products of phagocytic cells are proteolytic enzymes, and the altered balance of protease-antiprotease in the lower airways is a widely held explanation for the development of emphysema. Another possible mechanism of injury to the alveolar-capillary barrier is damage resulting from oxidants. There is substantial evidence that reactive oxygen intermediates may damage many cell components. These may either be inhaled or released from lung phagocytes. Toxic oxidant species are present in cigarette smoke in concentrations of $2 \times 10^{10}$ free radicals per puff and are likely to be in similar concentrations in fire smoke. The other potential source of oxidants are the lung phagocytes that release several reduced oxygen species including superoxide anion, hyd-
rogen peroxide, and hydroxyl radical. This production of oxidant is greatly increased after stimulation with particulate matter.

The instructors examined in this study had relatively short exposures to smoke and the results of the conventional lung function tests were within the predicted normal range. The only detectable abnormality in pulmonary function was the increase in permeability of the alveolar-capillary barrier. Nevertheless, a greater deterioration of pulmonary function with age has been shown in firefighters than in non-firefighters. The degree of abnormal permeability shown in our study is a process that by itself causes no clinically demonstrable pulmonary disability. It probably, however, represents the effect of an alteration in lung phagocyte population which may enhance susceptibility to enzymatic attack caused by bacterial and viral infections or by inhalation of dust. The alterations in permeability may facilitate the egress of proteolytic enzymes into the interstitium and lead to the development of emphysema. Both civilian and service firefighters have relatively short lifetime exposure to smoke compared with cigarette smokers, and this may explain the greater tendency for smokers to develop chronic obstructive airways disease.

Finally, we would suggest that further investigations to identify more clearly which of the constituents of the firesmoke are particularly damaging to the lung should have a practical application in the design of better breathing apparatus for firefighters and pinpoint whether they should concentrate on filtering the particulate matter or whether it is more important to attempt to remove specific gases from the inhaled smoke.

We thank Lt Cdr A Jackson RN and his staff at HMS Excellent for their willing cooperation and tolerance during the study at the Royal Naval Firefighting School.
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